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1.General Data

Manufacturer Klöpper Therm GmbH & Co. KG
Unterste - Wilms-Str. 21
44143 Dortmund

Notation Ex-sleeve joint for one-wire polymer insulated heating cables

Marking type notation: PTFE Ex 7025
Ex-marking:  II 2G/D EEx e II
type of protection: EEx e II
EC-type examination certificate: BVS 05 ATEX E 031 X

2. Appropriate Use

2.1 Field of Application

Classification The Ex-sleeve joint is an apparatus of group II, category 2G/D according to Directive 94/9/EC
(ATEX).
It is applicable in two variants
1. as Ex-sleeve joint for connecting heating with cold cable for current supply from the mains as

well as
2. as Ex-transition sleeve for connecting heating cable with heating cable especially also in case

of necessary repairs.

Zones The Ex-sleeve joint can be used in hazardous areas of zones 1, 2, 21 and 22 on consideration of
the special safety regulations for the operation of electrical components.

EC-type examination The EC-type examination has been carried out for explosive atmosphere and dusts of group II in
accordance with EN 50014:1997, EN50019:2000 and EN 50281-1-1:1998

2.2 Technical Data

Description The Ex-sleeve joint has been designed for use in hazardous areas. It is constructed in type of
protection EEx e II.
It is suitable for connections type heating cable/heating cable or heating cable/cold cable up to a
cross section of 2.5 mm² each.
The main feature of the Ex-sleeve joint is its high temperature resistance.
The Ex-sleeve joint is marked by engraving the sleeve body.

Construction The Ex-sleeve joint has a length of 132 mm and a diameter of 30.5 mm. Its silicone sealing
bodies ensure that the inside connections are not affected even under extreme application
conditions. The connections themselves are made by parallel connectors that can be pressed by
means of a standard pressing tool.

Temperature range: -40 °C up to +200 °C

Heating cable diameter: 6.4 mm max., 3.8 mm min.

Rated voltage: 750 V max.

Rated current: 32 A max.

Type of protection: IP 67
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3. Remarks
General For installation and operation you have to observe:

◆ national safety regulations
◆ national rules for prevention of accidents
◆ national assembly and installation instructions (e.g. EN 60079-14)
◆ generally approved norms of technique
◆ safety instructions of this operating manual
◆ extraneous conductive components have to be included in the (protective conductor)

protection measure regarding indirect contacting.
◆ observe height of supply voltage! The use of a residual current device (nominal value 30 mA)

is recommended.
◆ each heating circuit has to be marked permanently with data such as manufacturer, type,

capacity and voltage.
◆ the Ex-sleeve joint must only be opened after having cut off voltage!

For assembly Ex-sleeve joint type PTFE Ex 7025 in mounted Condition
Step 1

illustr. 1

As accessory for the Ex-sleeve joint the pressing tool specified has to be used additionally (illustr.
2). The crimp material necessary for connecting the cables as well as further incidentals are
delivered as accessory kit for the Ex-sleeve joint. For connecting heating cable and cold cable
(2.5 mm²) the parallel connector for cross section 4 mm² (outer diameter = 5 mm) generally has
to be used. When using the sleeve joint as transition sleeve (connection heating cable/heating
cable), the parallel connector for cross section 6 mm² (outer diameter = 6 mm) has to be used for
a heating cable of cross section 2.5 mm², for all other heating cables with a smaller cross section,
the parallel connector for cross section 4 mm² has to be used.
For connecting two heating cables, it is necessary to use a filling wire, depending on the cross
section of the cables to be connected. The filling wire has to be attached in case that the cross
section of the heating cables to be connected is less than 1 mm².

pressing tool: 

Make : Klauke
type: KP1 with KP23/2
pressing range: 0,5 up to 6 mm2

length: 221 mm approx.
weight: 0.380 kg approx.

illustr. 2
with locking device, for tube cable lug and connector as well as for squeeze cable lug
DIN 46234 and pin cable lug DIN 46230, mandrel pressing.

 Example: Installation of sleeve joint upon a pipe 

adhesive tape resp. 
suitable fixing material

fixing distance  
appr. 100 mm min. 50mm min. 50mm 
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80 mm 80 mm 

Step 2 Preparation for Mounting the Ex-Sleeve Joint

illustr. 3

Before treating the two cable ends, the components for the Klöpper-PTFE Ex-sleeve joint have
to be pushed over them. According to illustration 3, part 3, part 2, part 5 and part 1 have to be
pushed over a cable one after the other in the sequence indicated. Over the second cable end
you have to push part 3 first, then part 2, part 5 and part 4, each one aligned accord. to illustr. 3.
The seal plugs can be allocated to the respective heating cables used by determining the outer
diameters of heating cables. For outer diameters > 4,9 mm seal plug 4 has to be used and for
outer diameters < 4,9 mm seal plug 2.

step 3 Removal of outer Cable Sheath

Heating cable and cold connection cable dispose of a metallic sheath each. According to
illustration 4, for all connections the outer cable sheath, part 5, has to be removed up to a
length of 80 mm at both cable ends initially. The metallic sheath, part 6, must not be
damaged during this work.

illustr. 4
part 5 cable sheath part 6 metal braid

After careful opening, pushing back and extending of the metal braid, the inner insulated
conductor, the wire core, part 7, can be pulled out (see illustr. 5). Accord. to illustr. 5 the metal
braid, part 8, is twisted at both cable ends. After that, the wire core has to be shortened to a
length of 45 mm and its insulation has to be removed to a length of 20 mm.

Step 4 Preparation of Cable Ends

illustr. 5:
part 7 wire core part 8 metal braid, twisted

3
2

15

part 1
part 2
part 3
part 4
part 5

sleeve body
seal plug
closing nut
elastic insulation tube
I l ti hlocking ring 3

24
5
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For an intended connection between cold cable and heating cable by means of an Ex-sleeve
joint, a filling wire is generally not necessary since the cross section of the cold cable already fills
the parallel connector sufficiently.
Before preparing a crimp connection with an Ex-sleeve joint between two heating cable ends in
case of repair, it must be checked if the filling wire, delivered as accessory, has to be inserted in
the parallel connector in addition to the two heating cables on consideration of the intended
connection and the cross sections of the heating cables.
When using Klöpper-Therm heating cables, type TCTEX7J * / TCTEX4J*, the cross section can
be taken from the table on page 8 (type overview). For all other types the cross section has to be
determined (see corresponding data sheets).
Important!! The filling wire is necessary if the cross section of the heating cables to be
connected is smaller than 1 mm².

Step 5 Preparation of Crimp Connection

part 9 filling wire
part 7 wire core
part 10 sheath of filling wire
part 11 parallel connector

without filling wire
(referring to the Ex-sleeve joint, used as connection sleeve)

including filling wire
(referring to Ex-sleeve joint, used as transition sleeve)

illustr. 6

For connecting thin heating wires, a filling wire, part 9, has to be inserted additionally accord. to
illustr. 6 in order to fulfil the minimum filling requirement of the parallel connector, part 11. For
this, the two parallel connectors initially have to be pushed over the filling wire, equipped with a
plastic sheath. After having removed the insulation of the filling wire over a length of 20 mm, the
parallel connectors have to be pushed into the insulation-stripped area.
After that, the two thin heating cable ends can be put through the two parallel connectors in
addition to the partly insulation-stripped filling wire. During the pressing procedure itself, the ends
of the filling wire and also the two heating cables must be visible on both sides of the parallel
connectors. Until completion of the crimp connection between the heating wires, the single wires
of the filling wire are secured by its sheath at one end and by the crimp connectors still loose, at
the other end.
The high number of single wires in the heating cable provides a safety reserve during operation.
A local wire break of a single resistance wire has no consequences since the remaining
resistance wires lead the current over the break. The material of the resistance wires makes a
statement regarding the temperature coefficient of the resistance value of the heating wire
possible.
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Step 6 Preparation of Crimp Connection
without filling wire
(referring to the Ex-sleeve joint, used as
connection sleeve)

including filling wire
(referring to the Ex-sleeve joint, used as
transition sleeve)

illustr. 7

For preparing the necessary crimp connections in order to use the Ex-sleeve joint as connection
sleeve and transition sleeve, the pressing tool specified has to be applied.
After having prepared the double crimp connection each, the ends of the two heating cables and
in case of thin, high-impedance heating cables also the ends of the filling wire, still have to be
visible outer the connectors accord. to illustr. 7. After crimping, the projecting ends of the inner
wires as well as the projecting ends of the filling wire can be taken to check the proper crimp
connection. The projecting ends have to be shortened until the elastic insulation tube, part 4, can
be pushed over the connection point.

Step 7 Insulation Tube in Final Position

without filling wire
(referring to the Ex-sleeve joint, used as connection
sleeve)

including filling wire
(referring to the Ex-sleeve joint, used as transition
sleeve)

illustr. 8

In its final position, the elastic insulation tube protects against any contact between inner conductor and metal
braid, accord. to illustr. 8. As insulation section there are 2 cm each of the inner insulation of the conductors
as well as the wall of the insulation tube.
The two ends of the metal braid have to be connected by two parallel connectors as close as possible
to the insulation tube. Projecting ends of the metal braid have to be removed.
Important!! The length of the insulation tube amounts to 75 mm. It must not be reduced
since it guarantees the required distances for the insulation.
As shown in illustr. 9, the completed connection can then be pushed into the sleeve body with little
expenditure of force.

Step 8 Cable Connection before Pushing it into the Ex-Sleeve Body

without filling wire
(referring to the Ex-sleeve joint, used as connection
sleeve)

including filling wire
(referring to the Ex-sleeve joint, used as transition
sleeve)
illustr. 9
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After having pushed the completed cable connection into the sleeve body, part 1, both seal
plugs, part 2, on the cables and at the entrance of the sleeve body, are still slightly
movable against each other. When putting the closing nuts loosely on, part 3, the seal
plugs push the two cable connections in the centre of the sleeve body. With increasing
expenditure of force, both closing nuts have to be unscrewed alternately in little steps then.
The closing nuts are to be tightened with a spanner, with the sleeve body to be fixed
manually. The seal plugs increasingly get into the conical part of the sleeve body and push
the cable connections into the centre of the sleeve body at the same time. If the closing
nuts fit closely to the locking rings accord. to illustr. 10 and the latter closely to the sleeve
body, the seal plugs, part 2, fix the two cable ends and close the inside of the Ex-sleeve
connection at the same time.

without filling wire
(referring to the Ex-sleeve joint used as connection
sleeve)

including filling wire
(referring to the Ex-sleeve joint used as transition sleeve)

Application Use the Ex-sleeve joint only for the application purpose permitted.
Non-observance of these application instructions as well as faulty or improper use result in an
expiry of our guarantee obligations.
The Ex-sleeve joint may only be operated in undamaged and faultless condition.
When using the Ex-sleeve joint in aggressive media, it has to be checked whether its material is
suitable for this kind of application.
Make sure not to exceed or fall below the specified temperature range.
An electrostatic charging of the sleeve has to be avoided, e.g. don’t clean it with a dry
cloth.
Observe the operating instructions of pressing tool „Klauke KP1 with KP23/2“.
The Ex-sleeve joint has to be installed in a fixed and strain-relieved manner.
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4. Technical Data Sheet of Heating Cable Type TCTEX7J* / TCTEX4J*

4.1 Description

Heating cable TCTEX7J * / TCTEX4J* has been designed and authorised for use in hazardous area and, in
combination with the connection components certified for this purpose, it fulfils all requirements accord. to EN
50019 and IEC 620861 as electrical operating equipment for electric heating systems.

4.2 Structure of Heating Cable

Resistance conductor (2.1): see table on page 8

Insulation (2.2): PFA wall thickness: 0,70 mm (1) 1,00 mm) (2) 0,90 mm)
(3) 0,80 mm)

Glass fibre braid (2.3): EC 968 x 3 S 150 T8s

Mica tape (2.4): 8 x 0,13 mm (4)20 x 0,13mm) (5)16 x 0,13mm)
(6)12 x 0,13mm)

Braid (2.5): Cu-Ni-plated,16 x 5 x 0,16, cross section 1,61 mm2(11,1 Ω/km)
min. 90% cover 7)Cu-Ni-plated,16 x 5 x 0,20, cross section 2,51 mm2(7,1 Ω/km)

8)Cu-Ni-plated,16 x 6 x 0,20, cross section 3,01 mm2(5,9 Ω/km)

Nomex-Aramid paper (2.6): 8 x 0,05 mm   (for printing technical data)

Sheath (2.7): PFA wall thickness: 0,50 mm (9) 0,80 mm) (10) 0,70 mm)

4.3 General Characteristics

Resistance at +20°C: see listing under 4.4 on page 8

Temperature range: -40°C / +250°C

Power max.: 30 W/m

Test voltage (Uff): 2,50 kV (wire/braid)

Nominal voltage (Uo/U): 450 V / 750 V

Mechanical stability: 7 joule / 4 joule, design accord. to EN 50019 / IEC 620861

Bending radius min.: 5 fold outer diameter

Min. assembly temperature: minus 20 °C
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4.4 Type Overview and Technical Data

Product
Name

Structure see
under 4.2.on page 7

TCTEX7J* / TCTEX4J*

Resistance
at +20°C

* Ohm/km

Alloy of
Conductor

Structure of
Conductor
Number
multiplied
with

Diameter

Diameter
Heating
Cable

mm

Cross
Section
Heating

Conductor

mm2

Outer
Diameter
Heating

Conductor

mm

Temperature
Coefficient of

Electrical
Resistance

10-6/K

TCTEX7J1.08    1) 4) 8) 9) 1,08 Cu-Ni-pltd. 126x0,404 5,800 16,00 10,91 ±0,5 +4300

TCTEX7J1.71    2) 4) 8) 10) 1,71 Cu-Ni-pltd. 80x0,404 4,600 10,00 9,31 ±0,4 +4300

TCTEX7J2.9      3) 5) 7) 10) 2,9 Cu-Ni-pltd. 84x0,300 3,600 6,00 8,11 ±0,3 +4300

TCTEX7J4.4      3) 5) 7) 4,4 Cu-Ni-pltd. 56x0,300 2,500 4,00 6.61 ±0,3 +4300

TCTEX7J7.2      3) 6) 7,2 Cu-Ni-pltd. 50x0,250 1,940 2,50 5,89 ±0,3 +4300

TCTEX4J10       6) 10 Cu-Ni-pltd. 56x0,203 1,750 1,81 5,50 ±0,2 +4300

TCTEX4J11.7    6) 11,7 Cu-Ni-pltd. 30x0,250 1,600 1,50 5,35 ±0,2 +4300

TCTEX4J15 15 Cu-Ni-pltd. 37x0,200 1,420 1,20 5,17 ±0,2 +4300

TCTEX4J17.8 17,8 Cu-Ni-pltd. 32x0,200 1,300 1,00 5,05 ±0,2 +4300

TCTEX4J25 25 A-copper 7x0,423 1,269 0,98 5,02 ±0,2 +2700

TCTEX4J31.5    6) 31,5 CuNi 2 7x0,530 1,590 1,54 5,34 ±0,2 +1500

TCTEX4J50 50 CuNi 2 7x0,423 1,269 0,98 5,02 ±0,2 +1500

TCTEX4J65 65 CuNi 2 7x0,370 1,110 0,75 4,86 ±0,2 +1500

TCTEX4J80 80 CuNi 2 7x0,335 1,005 0,62 4,76 ±0,2 +1500

TCTEX4J100    6) 100 CuNi 10 7x0,520 1,560 1,49 5,31 ±0,2 +470

TCTEX4J150 150 CuNi 10 7x0,423 1,270 0,98 5,02 ±0,2 +470

TCTEX4J200 200 CuNi 10 7x0,366 1,098 0,74 4,85 ±0,2 +470

TCTEX4J320 320 CuNi23Mn 7x0,410 1,230 0,92 4,98 ±0,2 +180

TCTEX4J380 380 CuNi23Mn 7x0,376 1,128 0,78 4,88 ±0,2 +180

TCTEX4J480 480 CuNi23Mn 7x0,335 1,005 0,62 4,76 ±0,2 +180

TCTEX4J600 600 CuNi23Mn 7x0,300 0,900 0,49 4,65 ±0,2 +180

TCTEX4J700 700 CuNi23Mn 7x0,277 0,831 0,42 4,58 ±0,2 +180

TCTEX4J810 810 CuNi 44 7x0,329 0,987 0,59 4,74 ±0,2 ± 0

TCTEX4J1000 1000 CuNi 44 7x0,296 0,888 0,48 4,64 ±0,2 ± 0

TCTEX4J1440 1440 CuNi 44 7x0,246 0,741 0,34 4,49 ±0,2 ± 0

TCTEX4J1750 1750 CuNi 44 7x0,224 0,740 0,28 4,42 ±0,2 ± 0

TCTEX4J2000 2000 NiCr30/20 7x0,305 0,930 0,53 4,66 ±0,2 +410

TCTEX4J3000 3000 NiCr30/20 7x0,249 0,747 0,34 4,50 ±0,2 +410

TCTEX4J8000  8000 NiCr80/20 7x0,155 0,480 0,13 4,22 ±0,2 +100


